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Orbital hybridization mixing of electron configurations of opposite parities is analyzed in the framework of
crystal-field theory with a complete diagonalization of the crystal-field Hamiltonian, including both even and
odd terms of crystal-field potential, and with all basis sets of the 5f3 and 5f26d configurations for the wave
functions of open-shell electrons in the U3+ ion. This method provides a fundamental understanding and
quantitative analysis of the crystal-field induced 5f-6d mixing in U3+:LaCl3 and U3+:CeCl3. The odd terms of
the crystal-field interaction B3
3fd and B35fd in C3h site symmetry selectively couple the states of the 5f3
and 5f26d configurations, inducing a shift of the energy levels and allow electric dipole transitions between the
configuration-mixed states. The mixture of the 5f and 6d configurations is evaluated by introducing an index
of configuration mixing. The exchange charge model ECM of crystal-field theory is used to calculate the
crystal-field parameters of the U3+ 5f and 6d electrons in terms of point-charge electrostatic interaction and
orbital overlapping and covalent effect. The initial ECM estimations of the crystal-field parameters were
optimized along with free-ion parameters of the Hamiltonian in nonlinear least-squares fitting of the calculated
U3+ energy levels to the experimental absorption spectra. The configuration-mixed eigenfunctions of the U3+
states are directly used to calculate the electric dipole transition intensities and simulate the absorption spectra
where the 5f3 and 5f26d configurations overlap and the Judd-Ofelt theory fails because of significant configu-
ration mixing.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.80.155120 PACS numbers: 71.23.An, 71.70.Ch, 71.70.Gm
I. INTRODUCTION
Crystal-field theory CFT Refs. 1–3 has been applied
successfully to modeling the electronic energy-level struc-
tures of the 4fn configurations of lanthanide ions in crystal-
line solids.4–7 In the conventional framework of CFT, an ef-
fective Hamiltonian including both free-ion interactions and
ion-lattice interactions is usually parameterized by fitting the
calculated energy levels to those observed in spectroscopic
experiments.6–9 This method is also effective for isolated
multiplets of the 5fn configurations of actinide ions in crys-
tals where configuration coupling is weak.10–13 Based on the
symmetry properties of crystal field, the intraconfiguration
crystal-field interactions are induced by the crystal-field op-
erators of even ranks Bq
k
,k=2,4 ,6, whereas the odd ranks
of crystal-field operators k=1,3 ,5 only couple the free-ion
states of two configurations with different parities.1,14 There-
fore, coupling between two configurations with different
parities is expected for an optical center in crystals without
inversion symmetry. However, due to lattice defects and dop-
ing induced site distortion, the actual on-site crystal-field po-
tential, even in crystals with inversion symmetry, may not be
fully represented by the even ranks of crystal-field operators.
Thus, configuration coupling may not be negligible even
when the intrinsic crystalline structure does not possess any
odd ranks of crystal-field potential.
In previous crystal-field analyses of the 4fn and 5fn
energy-level structures, the effects of interconfiguration in-
teraction were primarily treated as a small perturbation to
free-ion Hamiltonian. In such an approach, only even ranks
of crystal-field interaction have nonzero matrix elements be-
tween states in a single configuration.15,16 The basic assump-
tion is that the electronic states in the fn and fn−1d configu-
rations are either separated by a large energy gap or have no
first-order coupling mechanisms. For the trivalent lanthanide
ions with 4fn energy levels more than 5 eV or 40 000 cm−1
below the lowest states of 4fn−15d, the single-configuration
crystal-field model and Judd-Ofelt theory for transition inten-
sity have achieved remarkable successes in describing the
optical spectra of these systems.14,17 However, the problems
resulted from the single-configuration model have been real-
ized for the lighter lanthanides such as Pr3+. The influence of
4f-5d and 4f-6p configuration mixing was considered by
including additional crystal-field terms Bfd or Bfp for
improving energy-level fittings.18–20 Crystal-field analyses of
the excited 4fn−15d states and 4fn-4fn−15d transitions for lan-
thanide ions in crystal without consideration of configuration
mixing have also been reported.9,21,22 The same method has
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been applied to the 5f1 and 6d1 configurations of Pa4+ in
crystals where 5f and 6d configurational mixing is
negligible.23–25 It was shown by Faucher et al.26 that for U4+
in Cs2UBr6 and Cs2ZrBr6 the 5f2 and 5f17p1 configuration
coupling by a even crystal-field B0
4fp is strong and signifi-
cantly induces energy-level shifts and wave function mixing.
In comparison with the 4f ions, the energy gap between
the 5fn ground state and that of the excited 5fn−16d configu-
ration reduces significantly for actinides. Especially, for the
lighter actinide ions from Pa3+ to Pu3+, configuration over-
lapping occurs below 40 000 cm−1.13 Configuration interac-
tions for actinide ions are much stronger than that for lan-
thanide ions and lead to significant orbital hybridyzation.
The single-configuration approximation is effective only for
a few multiplets above the ground state. A classic system that
clearly demonstrates this situation is trivalent uranium in
hexagonal crystals such as LaCl3 Ref. 10 and LaBr3.27 For
the energy levels below 15 000 cm−1, the characteristics of
the 5f3 configuration are obvious, and, as demonstrated by
Carnall11 and Crosswhite et al.,10 the single-configuration ap-
proximation is effective. However, discrepancies between
experiment and theory increase for higher energy states. Es-
pecially, above 20 000 cm−1 in the absorption spectrum, the
5f3-5f3 and the 5f3-5f26d transitions overlap and it becomes
difficult to identify the absorption peaks on the basis of a
single-configuration crystal-field modeling and Judd-Ofelt
calculations. A similar situation was also observed for U3+ in
other systems, such as U3+:PbCl2 Ref. 28 and U3+:SrCl2.29
So far, energy-level analyses for these systems are performed
only for the low-energy 5fn states without consideration of
configuration interaction.10,30,31
The configuration interaction is also excluded in previous
analysis of the 5f3-5f26d transitions for U3+:SrCl2 Ref. 29
and U3+:LiYF4.32 Both analyses were conducted based on a
theoretical model proposed by Reid et al.9 In such approach,
the matrix elements of 5f-6d Coulomb coupling within the
5f26d configuration are considered in addition to those for
f-f electronic interactions. Consequently, electronic dipole
transitions are evaluated between the pure lower 5f3 and up-
per 5f26d electronic states with opposite parity, which re-
leases naturally the parity selection rule. Conventionally, in
order to tackle the configuration interaction and overcome
the theoretical difficulty in interpretation of the parity forbid-
den f-f transitions, the Judd-Ofelt theory14,17 was developed
based on a first-order perturbation approach resulting in the
configuration mixing. Opposite parity components are mixed
with the ground fn configuration implicitly by noncentric
electron-phonon interaction and odd crystal-field compo-
nents. The Judd-Ofelt theory has been widely applied to vari-
ous fn systems for calculations of transition intensities and
simulation of optical spectra. However, for electronic transi-
tions in energy regions where configuration mixing is strong,
such perturbation approaches as the Judd-Ofelt theory be-
come inefficient or fail completely. It should be realized that,
a small odd crystal-field potential can induce significant
changes in the transition intensities but only a small shift of
the crystal-field energy levels. An explicit evaluation and
quantitative analysis of configuration mixing are needed not
only in f-element spectroscopy and photophysics but also in
characterization of chemical bonding and in rapidly growing
applications such as developing new solid-state laser materi-
als to utilize the efficient 4f-5d transitions of lanthanide ions
in blue and UV regions.
In the present work, we expanded the crystal-field Hamil-
tonian by including both even and odd ranks of crystal-field
potential, and by including the free-ion wave functions in the
JM basis for both 5f3 and 5f26d configurations in the
crystal-field Hamiltonian diagonalization. The crystal-field
parameters are calculated using the exchange charge model
ECM of crystal field and verified in fitting of the calculated
energy levels and transition intensities to the experimental
spectra. The effects of configuration mixing on the energy
levels and transition intensities are analyzed.
II. CONFIGURATION-MIXED ABSORPTION SPECTRA
OF TRIVALENT URANIUM IN LaCl3 AND CeCl3
In order to reveal the detailed characteristics of
configuration-mixed energy levels, the absorption spectra of
0.1% U3+ doped, respectively, in LaCl3 and CeCl3 single
crystals were recorded using a computer controlled spectro-
photometer OLIS-14. All low-temperature measurements
were carried out at 4.3 K. The VIS-UV region absorption
spectra of these two samples are shown in Fig. 1 in compari-
son with the expected energy levels calculated without con-
figuration interaction,10 which will be described in detail
later in this paper. Apparently, sharp peaks in the lower en-
ergy region are primarily due to the intraconfiguration
5f3-5f3 transitions, while the broader bands starting from
22 000 cm−1 are due to 5f3-5f26d transitions overlapped
with expected 5f3-5f3 transitions. However, in the higher
energy region, there are lines that have the characters of both
5f-5f around 25 000 cm−1 and 5f-6d transitions above
27 000 cm−1. It is also noticed that the 5f3-5f3 transitions
with energy between 20 000 and 25 000 cm−1 are signifi-
cantly different from that of U3+ in other systems in which
the lowest 5f26d state is higher than 25 000 cm−1.29,32
Therefore, we believe that crystal-field induced configuration
mixing and the resulted effects are the leading mechanisms
for the observed differences in U3+:LaCl3 and U3+:CeCl3.
FIG. 1. Absorption spectra of U3+:CeCl3 and U3+:LaCl3 single
crystals at 4.3 K in comparison with the calculated crystal-field
energy levels of the 5f3 configuration overlapped with the low-
energy states of the 5f26d configuration.
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In comparison between the two spectra shown in Fig. 1,
for lines below 20 000 cm−1, the corresponding energies of
individual sharp lines do not have much difference, which
indicates that the free-ion interaction and crystal-field param-
eters for the 5f3 configuration do not vary much between
LaCl3 and CeCl3. Given the localized electronic properties of
f electrons, such a similarity is anticipated for the same
structure between the two host crystals. A small change in
the crystal environment does not induce significant modifi-
cation in the absorption spectrum of U3+ in f-f transitions.
However, for the peaks above 20 000 cm−1, significant red-
shifts up to several hundreds of wave numbers are observed
in the spectrum of U3+ in CeCl3 in comparison with that of
U3+ in LaCl3. Because of much stronger crystal-field inter-
action for electrons in a 6d orbital, such a difference in en-
ergy levels is not unusual. An interesting effect is that the
energy levels of the 5f3 configuration in this region also vary
along with that of the 5f26d states. The only interpretation is
that all energy levels observed in this region of spectrum
have considerable 6d characters, namely, 5f-6d configuration
mixing is significant in these systems.
III. CRYSTAL-FIELD THEORY INCLUDING
CONFIGURATION INTERACTION
In the standard framework of crystal-field theory for mod-
eling f-elements energy-level structure, an effective Hamil-
tonian includes both the free-ion and crystal-field
interactions.7,9 The parameters of the Hamiltonian are con-
figuration specific. Namely, for the fn and fn−1d configura-
tions, parameterization is achieved separately based on free-
ion wave functions of individual configurations and the
crystal-field-induced configuration coupling is not
considered.21 In order to evaluate free-ion and crystal-field
coupling between the fn and fn−1d configurations, one must
add new terms of configuration coupling. The total param-
eterized Hamiltonian can be expressed as
H =HFIf f +HCFf f +HFIfd +H0fd +HCFdd
+HCFfd . 1
The first term HFI is for the intra-atomic interactions among
the f electrons and can be expressed as
HFIf f = 
k
Fkf ffkf f + f fAsof f + f fLL + 1
+ f fGG2 + f fGR7 , 2
where k=0,2 ,4 ,6. Both the notation and physical meaning
of the operators and parameters in Eq. 2 are the same as
previously defined for the 5f electrons.13 Four Fkf f param-
eters represent the Coulomb interaction between the f orbital
electrons. Three parameters, f f, f f, and f f are as-
sociated with two-electron correlation corrections to the
Coulomb repulsion, and the parameter f f parameterizes
the spin-orbit interaction. The second term stands for crystal-
field Hamiltonian of f orbital electrons
HCFf f = 
k,q
Bq
kf fCqkf f , 3
where Bq
kf f parameterize the radial part of the one-electron
crystal-field interaction and Cq
kf f are the spherical tensor
operators acting on the angular parts of the f-electrons wave
functions. The allowed values of k are limited to 2, 4, 6 and
in the case of the C3h site symmetry q is limited to 0 and 6.
The third term in Eq. 1 is for free-ion interactions be-
tween the f and d electrons in the fn−1d configuration
HFIfd = 
k
Fkfdfkfd + 
j
Gjfdgjfd + ddAsodd .
4
Besides the two Fkfd parameters where k=2 and 4 de-
scribing the Coulomb interaction between the electrons in
the 5f and 6d orbitals, additional three parameters of Gjfd,
where j=1, 3, and 5 describe the exchange integrals between
nonequivalent electrons in f and d orbitals. The last term in
Eq. 4 is for the spin-orbit interaction of the d electron with
dd as a parameter and Asodd as an operator. The fourth
term in Eq. 1 stands for the center gravity of the fn−1d
configuration, the energy gap between the fn and fn−1d de-
termined by the electronic interactions of spherical symme-
try. The crystal-field Hamiltonian for an electron in the d
orbital is
HCFdd = 
k,q
Bq
kddCq
kdd , 5
where k=2,4, and q=0 for electrons in fn−1d configuration
and C3h site symmetry.
Because the parity of fn and fn−1d configurations are op-
posite, the parity of Hamiltonian for coupling the configura-
tions must be odd too. The only terms having nonzero matrix
elements between the states in fn and fn−1d are the odd com-
ponents of the crystal-field potential defined as1,14
HCFfd = 
k,q
Bq
kfdCqkfd , 6
where k=3,5 and q is restricted to 3 for ions with 5fn−16d
configurations and in C3h site symmetry. While the first two
terms of Eq. 1 defined in Eqs. 2 and 3 only have none
zero matrix elements within the 5fn configuration and Eqs.
4 and 5 have nonzero matrix elements within the 5fn−16d
configuration, the configuration interaction Hamiltonian de-
fined by Eq. 6 only has off-diagonal matrix elements be-
tween the 5fn and 5fn−16d states. The matrix elements of all
terms in Eq. 1 were previously derived except these of the
configuration coupling expressed in Eq. 6. Using the stan-
dard irreducible tensor operator technique,33 one can derive
these matrix elements of HCFfd in a general form as
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fnLSJM
k,q
Bq
kCq
kfn−1dLSJM =  Bqk− 1J−M+L+S+J+kJ,k,J,− M,q,MS,SJ,J1/2	L,S,k,J,J,L

 
2Ln−1Sn−1
fn2LS	fn−12Ln−1Sn−1
2Ln−1,2Ln−1 − 1
Ln−1+L+k+1
L,L,3,21/2	Ln−1,3,L,k,L,2
3,k,2,0,0,0 7
where the  j1 j2 j3m1 m2 m3  3-j symbol is expressed by
j1 , j2 , j3 ,m1 ,m2 ,m3, 6-j symbol 	 j1 j2 j12j3 j j23 
 is expressed as
	j1 , j2 , j , j3 , j12, j23
, fn2LS	  fn−12Ln−1Sn−1
 are the coef-
ficients of fractional parentage which can be obtained from
Nielson and Koster’s table,34 and 2 is an additional label to
identify the states with the same L and S values.
L ,L ,3 ,21/2 stands for 2L+12L+175. After di-
agonalization of Hamiltonian 1 with the bases of both 5fn
and 5fn−16d configurations, the eigenfunctions in the inter-
mediate coupling scheme for the kth crystal-field state of a
f-element ion can be expressed explicitly in two parts
k = 
i
yi
ki5fn + 
j
zj
k j5fn−16d , 8
where i5fn and  j5fn−16d are the LSJM bases of the
5fn and 5fn−1d configurations, respectively, and yik and zjk are
corresponding coefficients.
IV. EXCHANGE CHARGE MODEL CALCULATION OF
CRYSTAL-FIELD INTERACTIONS
Most of the parameters of free-ion and crystal-field
Hamiltonian for the 5f3 and 5f26d configurations were pre-
viously determined for the U3+:LaCl3 system without con-
sideration of configuration mixing.10,30,32 The primary task of
this work is to evaluate the odd-rank crystal-field parameters
and verify the values of other parameters in fitting experi-
mental spectra using the wave functions of the mixed 5f3 and
5f26d configurations. Since no established values for the odd
crystal-field parameters were reported in the literature, we
calculated the crystal-field parameters using the ECM of
CFT.35 According to ECM, the values of crystal-field param-
eters can be calculated separately based on the distributions
of point charges located at crystal-lattice sites and the over-
lap integrals between the wave functions of the impurity ion
and its nearest neighbors. Specifically, each crystal-field
Hamiltonian term is divided into two parts35
Bq
knlnl = Bqe
k nlnl + BqS
k nlnl , 9
where Bqe
k is the contribution from the surrounding point
charges and BqS
k is the contribution from electron orbital
overlapping and exchange charge interaction between the
f-element ion and the surrounding ligands. Only the nearest
neighbors located at the first-coordination sphere should be
taken into account, since the overlap effects with further lo-
cated ions of crystal lattice can be safely neglected.
Evaluation of electrostatic contribution from the lattice
charges requires summation over the neighboring coordina-
tion shells. For the fourth- and sixth-rank parameters de-
pending on interionic distance as 1 /R5 and 1 /R7, respec-
tively, leading contribution is from the nearest neighbors,
whereas for the second-order parameters decreasing as
1 /R3, a much larger number of coordination shells should
be considered because of their relatively long-range effect.36
In the present work, summation on the crystal lattice is ex-
tended to a total of 323232 unit cells for all ranks of
electrostatic parameters. The crystal-field parameters of BqS
k
in the second term in Eq. 9 are usually called the “exchange
charge” parameters, but they include contributions from co-
valence and overlap as well as charge exchange effects. For
an f-element ion interacting with surrounding ligand ions, it
can be expressed as a function of a serials of integrals35
BqS
k
= BqS
k SS,S	,S
,GS,G	,G
 , 10
where Ss= nl0 300, S	= nl0 310, and S
= nl1 311 are
the overlap integrals between the 5f or 6d orbitals of U3+ and
the out-filled 3s and 3p electron shells of the nine surround-
ing Cl− ions. In addition, the overlap integrals depend also on
three dimensionless adjustable coefficients, Gs, G	, and G

that scale the overlap integrals.35
The 5f and 6d orbitals together with 3s and 3p orbitals
that we used in the present work were previously used in
linear combination of atomic orbitals ab initio calculations of
UCl63− cluster by Seijo and Barandiaran.37 The radial func-
tions of R2nlr2 for these orbitals are plotted in Fig. 2 with
respect to the U-Cl distance of 2.963 Å 5.6 bohr in
U3+:LaCl3, showing the considerable ion-ligand orbital over-
lapping, based on the previous reported crystal-lattice struc-
ture of U3+:LaCl3,38,39 and using the U 5f ,6d and
FIG. 2. Color online Radial distribution of U 5f, U 6d,
Cl 3s, and Cl 3p orbitals evaluated from ab initio calculations.
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Cl 3s ,3p orbital functions. The overlap integrals between
these wave functions are calculated numerically for the 6d
wave functions of uranium and 3p, 3s wave functions of
chlorine and for the 5f wave functions of uranium and 3p, 3s
wave functions of chlorine, respectively. With the values of
the overlapping integrals, the values of eight crystal-field pa-
rameters have been calculated Table I with Gs=G	=1 and
G
=0.1.40
The calculated values of the crystal-field parameters for
5f3 are in good agreement with those previously obtained
Table II and from spectrum fitting conducted in this work
except for B0
4f f which is about two times of the fit value.
Similar discrepancies were realized previously for lanthanide
4f systems.41 A small and negative B02f f from our calcula-
tion is consistent with previous calculations and experiments
on Cm3+:LaC3 and other systems.36,42,43 Based on these
agreements, we believe that the calculated values for the odd
crystal-field parameters Bq
kfd should also be reliable and
provide a correct interpretation of the spectroscopic effects
induced by configuration mixing.
V. PARAMETERIZATION OF HAMILTONIAN VIA
NONLINEAR LEAST-SQUARES FITTING
According to Eq. 6, only two odd crystal-field compo-
nents B3
3 and B3
5 can induce configuration mixing and influ-
ence the energy levels as well as the transition intensities for
U3+ in the studied systems. Because the Hamiltonian opera-
tors for the odd crystal field do not have nonzero matrix
elements between any two states within the 5f3 or 5f26d
configuration, diagonalization of the Hamiltonian was first
conducted without the B3
3 and B3
5 terms. Therefore, param-
eterization of the Hamiltonian took the same procedures as
that for a single configuration. Further fittings were per-
formed with variation in B3
3 and B3
5 along with other param-
eters, while the complete Hamiltonian was diagonalized with
the mixed wave functions of the 5f3 and 5f26d configura-
tions. All initial values of the crystal-field parameters were
set at the calculated values. The fit values of the Hamiltonian
parameters are listed in Table II in comparison with those
previously determined and the deviation root mean square
of the fitting is 83 cm−1.
TABLE I. Values of crystal-field parameters in cm−1 for U3+:LaCl3 for 5f3 and 5f26d states calculated
based on the ECM of CFT.
B0
2f f B02dd B04f f B04dd B06f f B66f f B33fd B35fd
BqS
k
−261 −9843 −896 −12633 −644 398+ i122 −359+ i2410 4724+ i173
Bqe
k 49 1371 −322 −8836 −895 656+ i105 −722+ i218 6709− i217
Bq
k
−212 −8472 −1218 −21469 −1539 1054+ i227 −1081+ i2628 11433− i44
TABLE II. The values of the Hamiltonian parameters Eqs. 1–5 for the 5f3 and 5f26d configurations
of U3+ in LaCl3.
5f3
cm−1
5f26d
cm−1
F2f f 41 896 39 611b F2fd 21 343 22 552a
F4f f 31 971 32 960b F4fd 23 044 23 121a
F6f f 21 639 23 084b
G1fd 14 659 14 627a
G3fd 13 322 14 565a
G5fd 10 995 9929a
f f 1649 1626b dd 2385 2455a
f f 28 29.26b
f f −797 −824.6 b
f f 1062 1093b
B0
2f f −180 287b B02dd −6061
B0
4f f −681 −662 b B04dd −19 875
B0
6f f −1108 −1340 b
B6
6f f 1495+ i322 1070b
B3
3fd −835+ i2029
B3
5fd 8433− i44
aObtained from Ref. 48.
bObtained from Ref. 49.
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Because the configuration interaction included in the ef-
fective operator Hamiltonian induces more significant
changes in energy levels, particularly in the region above
20 000 cm−1, than those induced by other smaller perturba-
tion terms such as the three-electron correlation, electrostati-
cally correlated spin-orbit interaction and spin-spin and spin-
other orbital interactions.13 In this present work, these
perturbation terms are not included in the Hamiltonian ex-
pressed by Eq. 1. Therefore, in comparison with the param-
eter values determined in previous work by Crosswhite et
al.10and by Carnall11 we expect some differences in the free
ion and crystal-field parameters for the 5f3 configuration.
This means that, in parameterization, the effects of these
higher order perturbations are more or less absorbed by other
parameters. However, the most significant influence is from
the configuration mixing induced by the odd crystal-field
terms.
In the absorption spectrum shown in Fig. 1, only a lim-
ited number of multiplets belonging to the 5f26d configura-
tion are observed. Thus, the fitted values for B0
2dd and
B0
4dd are expected to have large uncertainties and be
weighted for crystal-field states in the low-energy side of the
5f26d configuration. Moreover, due to strong vibronic side
bands associated with f-d transitions, the positions of zero
phonon lines for these transitions cannot be as accurate as
that for the 5f3 dominated states in low-energy region.
Therefore, the values of B0
2dd and B0
4dd resulted from
fitting may not be as accurate as those for the Bq
kf f. Deter-
mination and validity of their values relies more on the ECM
calculations.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Energy-level dependence on odd crystal-field parameters—
selective configuration mixing
In general, one can evaluate the energy levels as a func-
tion of the crystal-field strength. Our interest is to see how
the energy levels in the studied systems depend on the odd
crystal-field parameters, which induce mixing between 5f3
and 5f26d configurations. For that reason, we define odd
crystal-field strength as
Nodd =
1
4
k,q Bq
k2
2k + 11/2, 11
where k=3,5 and q=3 for U3+:LaCl3. Large shifts of U3+
energy levels as a function of the odd crystal-field param-
eters occur only in the region where the 5f3 and 5f26d free-
ion states overlap. For the spectra shown in Fig. 1, there are
two regions in which the influence of configuration mixing is
strong, one at 24 000–24 500 cm−1 and another at
28 000–28 500 cm−1. The influence of N,odd to the energy
levels in the 24 000–24 500 cm−1 region is plotted in Fig. 3.
It is clear that, within the overlapped region, the energy-level
shifts are not uniform. A number of states have little effect
where others shift significantly. Such a behavior is a result of
selection rules implied by Eq. 7. According to the 6-j sym-
bol 	Ln−1 ,3 ,L ,k ,L ,2
 in Eq. 7, nonzero matrix elements
of configuration mixing must meet the condition L=L
−L=0. Thus, in combination with the requirements for non-
zero matrix elements for Eqs. 7 and 8, the general rules
for mixing states between fn and fn−16d configurations are
L=0, S=0, and in addition, the two states must share at
least one parent state. Besides these selection rules and that
determined by the 3-j symbol included in Eq. 7, the non-
zero matrix elements of configuration coupling must also
meet the crystal-field selection rule of M =3. However,
for ions in a crystal-field environment under the intracon-
figuration electrostatic and spin-orbit interactions, L and S
are no longer good quantum numbers and L-S mixing occurs
in the intermediate coupling scheme, and J mixing is further
induced by the even ranks of crystal-field potential. As a
result of intraconfiguration L-S and J mixing, the strength of
interconfiguration mixing depends also on the parameters of
the even ranks of crystal-field potential and free-ion interac-
tions. Differences are expected from state to state within in a
J multiplet.
B. Eigenfunctions of the 5f3-5f26d mixed states—index of
configuration mixing
The eigenfunction of configuration-mixed crystal-field
states is defined in Eq. 8. The degree of configuration mix-
ing for the kth crystal-field state can be evaluated from
ak = 
i
yi
k
· yi
k
, bk = 
j
zj
kzj
k
,
ak + bk = 1, 12
where ak and bk stand for the components of 5f3 and 5f26d
configurations, respectively, in the mixed state. The summa-
tion over i runs from 1 to 364 which is the total number of
states for the f3 electron configuration, and the summation
over j runs from 1 to 910 which is the total number of states
for the f2d electron configuration. In order to reveal the
variation in configuration mixing among the states in the two
configurations, here, we further define an index of mixing for
the kth state as
FIG. 3. Energy-level shifts of U3+:LaCl3 in the 5f-6d over-
lapped region as a function of the odd crystal-field strength Nodd.
Nodd
0 is the value of Nodd calculated with the values of B3
3 and B3
5 in
Table II.
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Wk = 4akbk, 13
where Wk is equal to zero when the state is either a pure 5f3
or pure 5f26d state and 1 for a maximum degree of mixing
ak=bk=0.5. The index of configuration mixing for all states
in the region of 21 000–30 000 cm−1 with fixed values of
B3
3fd and B35fd is shown in Fig. 4.
As one can see, the degree of mixing varies significantly
across the region in which strong configuration mixing oc-
curs. Most of states are relatively pure with a very small W
value, but some states are highly mixed with W reaching to
1. It is clearly understood that the variation in W depends on
the coupling matrix elements defined in Eq. 7, including
selection rules and the strength of the odd crystal field, and
the nature of the eigenfunctions as well. Because the eigen-
functions depend on the crystal-field interaction, two crystal-
field states may have very different behavior as a function of
the odd crystal-field strength as shown in Fig. 5, where de-
pendence of the index of mixing on variation in the crystal-
field parameters is shown for three selected energy levels.
For some states such as that at 21 546 cm−1 shown in Fig. 5,
the index of mixing may simply increase as a function of
N,odd or exhibit a complicated oscillating behavior. Such an
effect is due to the interplay between the configuration-
coupling-induced energy-level shift and the variation in cou-
pling matrix.
C. Transition intensities
Whereas the influence of configuration mixing on energy
levels is not significant for most of the crystal-field states
because of the off-diagonal matrix elements of the odd
crystal-field components, it has an essential impact to the
transition intensities. As we discussed in Sec. II, a perturba-
tion model such as Judd-Ofelt theory fails to interpret the
absorption spectra of U3+:LaCl3 and other systems in which
configuration mixing is strong. Now, with the f-d
configuration-mixed eigenfunctions, we no longer need
Judd-Ofelt theory to evaluate the intensity of electronic tran-
sitions. An electric dipole transition is allowed between two
U3+ crystal-field states because each state has both 5f3 and
5f26d components, and the transition probability can be cal-
culated directly, using the explicit form of the corresponding
wave functions. The transition intensity between two specific
states depends primarily on the degree of configuration mix-
ing and the selection rule for electric dipole transitions.
Because in C3h symmetry the value of q for the odd
crystal-field parameters is 3, configuration mixing occurs be-
tween the 5f3 and 5f26d states with M =3. This selection
rule thus applies to the electric dipole transitions in addition
to the selection rules for the electric dipole selections be-
tween the one-configuration crystal-field states defined by 
or .1,3 For instance, a =1 /2f2d crystal-field state
only mixes with =5 /2f3 state in our model. As a result,
electronic dipole transitions between states with 
=1 /2f2d and =1 /2f3 components are naturally
parity allowed and also satisfy =1,0 selection rule,
respectively, for 	 and 
 transitions. Such a transition is
conventionally labeled as permitted transitions between 
=5 /2f3 and =1 /2f3 states.1 The selection rules for
electric dipole transitions in the configuration-mixed states
are summarized in Table III. Assuming that the optical ab-
sorption is predominantly due to the contribution of electric
dipole transitions and that configuration mixing with other
highly excited configurations are negligible in comparison
with the 5f3-5f26d mixing, we calculated the oscillator
strengths of electric dipole transitions for U3+ in LaCl3 and
CeCl3, which are plotted in comparison with the experimen-
tal absorption spectra in Fig. 6.
FIG. 4. Color online Index of configuration mixing for crystal-
field states of U3+:LaCl3 in the 5f-6d overlapped region.
FIG. 5. Color online Variation in the index of configuration
mixing for three typical crystal-field states of U3+:LaCl3 in the
5f-6d overlapped region as a function of the odd crystal-field
strength. Nodd
0 is the value of Nodd calculated with the values of B3
3
and B3
5 in Table II.
TABLE III. Electric-dipole selection rules for C3h symmetry in
configuration-mixed states. f3 and f2d are the 5f3 and 5f26d
components in the initial and final states, respectively.
f2d
f3 1 /2 3 /2 5 /2
1 /2 	 ,
 	 N/A
3 /2 	 
 	
5 /2 N/A 	 	 ,
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In order to see a clear systematic behavior of the elec-
tronic transitions, vibronic bands accompanied with the zero
phonon lines ZPLs must be resolved. It is clear in the ab-
sorption spectra Fig. 1 that the intensive vibronic bands
dominate in the 5f-6d configuration overlapped region be-
tween 21 000 and 28 000 cm−1. However, there are also
sharp lines indicating the characteristics of 5f-5f electronic
transitions with much weaker vibronic features. In the simu-
lation, we treat the vibronic contribution to the absorption
spectrum with a simple approximation of one vibration fre-
quency =120 cm−1 and a broad line shape 
=100 cm−1 instead of summation of actual vibration modes.
We assume that the intensities of vibronic bands are propor-
tional to the oscillator strengths of electric dipole transitions
for the associated ZPLs, and that the intensities of harmonic
bands obey the Huang-Rhys theory.44,45 Thus, the low-
temperature absorption spectrum can be simulated by
IE = 
k
IdipEk e−S4
ZPL2 exp− E − Ek24ZPL2 
+ C
N=1

e−SSN
N!
1
4
2
exp− E − Ek +242  ,
14
where IdipEk is the calculated oscillator strength for electric
dipole transition between the ground state and excited state
at Ek. According to Eq. 14, the profile of vibronic transi-
tions are determined primarily by the lattice vibration fre-
quencies  and coupling strength S. The line width for all
ZPLs is set at 3 cm−1 to mark the energies and intensities of
electronic transitions. The calculated spectrum better simu-
lates the experimental spectrum with S=3 for the 5f26d
dominated states and 0.3 for the 5f3 dominated states.
As shown in Fig. 6, the simulation leads to an overall
agreement with the experimental spectra, thus suggests that
our analysis provides primarily a quantitative interpretation
for the absorption spectrum significantly influenced by con-
figuration mixing. Although, in the region between 24 000
and 26 000 cm−1, the calculated lines are much weaker and
without enough vibronic features see insets in Fig. 6 in
comparison with the experimental spectra. Since one can see
that, in Fig. 4, as for the degree of configuration mixing, a
number of states in this region have the index of configura-
tion mixing comparable with that in the 23 000 and
27 000 cm−1 regions, this discrepancy is apparently due to
that the electric dipole intensities and vibronic coupling are
under evaluated for the states in this region. The influence of
magnetic dipole transitions is excluded because it is much
weaker than that of the electric dipole transitions. One pos-
sible reason is that the configuration-mixed wave functions
for these states are not correctly composed under C3h crystal-
field symmetry, namely, the contribution of B3
3fd and
B3
5fd.
D. Comparison between U3+:LaCl3 and U3+:CeCl3
The similarity in the spectra of U3+:LaCl3 and U3+:CeCl3
below 20 000 cm−1 suggests that the two systems have al-
most identical crystal-field energy levels and transition inten-
sities of the 5f-5f transitions. Therefore, they should have
the same values for the free ion and crystal-field interactions,
which is understood because of the same lattice structure and
localized f3 states. Thus, the observed redshift of the transi-
tion peaks for U3+ in the CeCl3 lattice with energy above
20 000 cm−1 is attributed to more lattice sensitive 5f26d
states.
For a hexagonal crystal in space group P6_3 /m, because
of the well-known lanthanide contraction, the lattice con-
stants of CeCl3 single crystal are a=b=7.454 Å and c
=4.312 Å.46 They are smaller than those for LaCl3 which
has a=b=7.478 Å and c=4.374 Å.47 Based on the ECM,
the value of B0
2 and B0
4 for the 6d electron can be expressed
as
B0
2dd = − 9843 + 354Gs + 996G	 + 208G
 15
B0
4dd = − 12 633 − 2364Gs − 6657G	 + 1853G
 16
in which Gs=G	=1, G
=0.1. We obtained the calculated
values of B0
2dd and B0
4dd for U3+:LaCl3 listed in Table I.
As for U3+:CeCl3, smaller lattice constant leads to a stronger
orbital overlapping between the 5f and 6d orbitals of U3+
and 3s and 3p of Cl−. Within the framework of ECM, such a
lattice contraction corresponds to higher values of Gs, G	,
and G
. According to Eqs. 15 and 16, increase in Gs, G	,
and G
 results in decreasing of B0
2dd and increasing of
B0
4dd. Based on this trend, the values of B0
2dd=
−4900 cm−1 and B0
4dd=−22 000 cm−1 apparently fit the
FIG. 6. Color online Comparison between the simulated spec-
tra narrow zero-phonon lines plus associated broad vibronic bands
and the experimental absorption spectra of U3+:CeCl3 lower fig-
ure and U3+:LaCl3 upper figure at 4.3 K. The inserts show en-
larged simulated spectra in the same region.
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U3+:CeCl3 spectrum better, especially for the peaks between
21 000 and 25 000 cm−1 as shown in Fig. 6.
The large redshift observed for the peak at around
23 860 cm−1 in the spectrum of U3+:CeCl3 is because it is a
5f26d dominated state with leading contribution from 4K11/2
Mj =−9 /2. The redshifting is induced by variation in
B0
2dd and B0
4dd together with the shifting of the center
gravity of the 5f26d energy levels. As shown in Fig. 6, the
peak at 23 860 cm−1 in the U3+:LaCl3 spectrum shifted to
23 674 cm−1 in U3+:CeCl3. Because of configuration mix-
ing, variation in B0
2dd and B0
4dd leads to significant
changes in the composition of the excited-state eigenfunc-
tions and the increase in the intensity of electronic transition
from the ground state to the excited state of 2I13/2 Mj
=0.5 at 24 327 cm−1 in the absorption spectrum of
U3+:CeCl3, which is a much weaker line in the absorption
spectrum of U3+:LaCl3.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The problem of f-d configuration coupling identified for
U3+ in hexagonal crystals has been resolved in the present
work by adding the odd ranks of crystal-field potential into a
standard crystal-field Hamiltonian and expanding the wave
function bases from a single 5f3 electron configuration to
two 5f3 and 5f26d configurations. The shifts of crystal-field
energy levels and the mixing of the 5f3 and 5f26d configu-
rations are determined in diagonalization and parameteriza-
tion of the Hamiltonian with the multiconfiguration bases.
Because of the symmetry properties of the crystal-field inter-
action, the configuration coupling obeys selection rules of
angular momentum operators. It is shown that in the spectral
region corresponding to the overlap of the 5f3 and 5f26d
configurations, configuration coupling induces energy shifts
up to a few hundreds of cm−1 for some states but has little
effect on other states in the same origin. The configuration-
mixed eigenfunctions provide a base not only important for
explaining the energy-level shifts induced configuration cou-
pling, but also useful for understanding transition intensities.
In fact, because of the f-f forbidden and f-d allowed electric
dipole transitions for f-element ions in crystalline com-
pounds, the transition intensities are very sensitive to the
mixing of the 5f and 6d configurations. Whereas the Judd-
Ofelt theory ultimately fails to describe properly the intensi-
ties of the dipole transitions in the spectral regions of over-
lapping electron configurations of opposite parities, the U3+
absorption spectra are interpreted very well by the matrix of
electric dipole moment between the ground states and the
configuration-mixed excited states. Another benefit of the
present work is that the orbital hybridization that influences
the f-element bonding and coordination can be quantitatively
evaluated by introducing an index of mixing in the frame-
work of crystal-field theory. The developed approach in the
present work for a description of the energy levels and inten-
sities of the electric dipole transitions in the regions of con-
figuration mixing can be applied to the efficient f-d transi-
tions of lanthanide ions, which are of great interest and
importance for developing UV laser materials and phos-
phors. It not only describes and explains quantitatively the
features and common and different trends in the absorption
spectra of isostructural compounds and describes a procedure
of getting the wave functions of the configuration-mixed
crystal-field states, but also provides a fundamental under-
standing of a mechanism of configuration mixing in crystal
fields. The potential of the proposed method can be extended
to the crystal field of other symmetries and other 4f and 5f
ions as well.
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